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Haikai (Japanese ä¿³è«§ comic, unorthodox) may refer in both Japanese and English to haikai no renga (), a
popular genre of Japanese linked verse, which developed in the sixteenth century out of the earlier
aristocratic renga.It meant "vulgar" or "earthy", and often derived its effect from satire and puns, though
"under the influence of [Matsuo] BashÅ• (1644â€“1694) the tone of haikai no renga ...
Haikai - Wikipedia
Haiku () listen (help Â· info) (plural haiku) is a very short form of Japanese poetry in three phrases, typically
characterized by three qualities: . The essence of haiku is "cutting" (kiru).This is often represented by the
juxtaposition of two images or ideas and a kireji ("cutting word") between them, a kind of verbal punctuation
mark which signals the moment of separation and colours the ...
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